
 
 
 

 

Good Energy’s tariff for Electric 
Vehicle drivers – FAQs 

 

 
 
 

What is Good Energy’s tariff for Electric Vehicle (EV) drivers? 
 

Good Energy’s tariff for electric vehicle (EV) drivers is a tariff specifically for customers who own an 
electric vehicle and who do the majority of their EV charging at home. Our tariff for EV drivers offers a 
discount on our Standard Variable Tariff of £100. This could equate to up to 2000 ‘free’ miles of travel 
each year. 

 

How is Good Energy’s tariff for EV drivers different to your standard tariff? 
 

Our tariff for EV drivers offers the same unit price and standing charge as our Standard Variable Tariff 
and in addition, customers on our tariff for EV drivers benefit from a £100 Annual Discount. 

 

When will this discount be applied to my account? 
 

The discount will be applied regularly to your account. Each quarterly bill you will see approximately 
£25 discount applied. The exact value of the discount may vary slightly from £25 depending on the exact 
length of the billing period. 

 

Will you offer this discount to customers each year? 
 

As long as you continue to drive a qualifying vehicle and comply with the EV driver tariff terms and 
conditions you will be entitled to receive the Annual Discount once in each full year of the Promotion 
Period. For more information please refer to the terms and conditions 

 

What happens to the discount if I switch away from Good Energy before I have been with you for 
12 months? 

 

If you leave within 12 months, the discount will be pro-rated over the first year. I.e. if you leave after 6 
months you will only benefit from 50% of the discount. (The discount is pro-rated at £8.34/month) 

 

If I switch away before I have used all of my discount/free miles, will you refund me? 
 

No, if you leave within 12 months, the discount will be pro-rated over the first year. I.e. if you leave after 6 
months you will only benefit from 50% of the discount. (The discount is pro-rated at £8.34/month) 

 

Can existing Good Energy customers sign up to the tariff for EV drivers? 
 

Yes they can, and they will benefit from the discount. 
 

How competitive is this tariff? 
 

As at 13
th 

July 2016 this tariff, including the discount, is the cheapest green tariff in the market. 
 

How do you calculate the number of ‘free’ miles with this tariff? 
 

Free miles are calculated based on the amount of electricity £100 would buy at Good Energy’s Standard 
Variable Tariff (average single rate unit price (incl. VAT) of 14.2p per kWh) multiplied by the averaged 

distance travelled by the UK’s 5 top selling electric vehicles (source: www.nextgreencar.com/electric- 
cars/statistics) per kWh of charge (4.09 miles/kWh). 

 

Example: £100/ £0.142 = 704.23kWh x 4.09 = 2.880.3 ‘free miles’ 
 

Where are my nearest charge points? 

You can find your closest charge point at https://polar-network.com/map 
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